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Abstract
In the rst part of this talk I will review the thought that led to the Gmachine
In the second part I will describe some recent work on formalising the avoiding
graph reduction bit by doing foldunfold transformation on a basic inecient graph
constructing interpreter
 Introduction
In this part of the talk we review the thoughts that led to our work on
compiled graph reduction and the development of the Gmachine
The basic implementation problem for any language is how to implement
eciently the computation rules implied by the operational semantics of the
language With functional languages being based on the calculus the focus
is on the reduction rule which performs substitution Expressed in an oper
ational semantics of normal order reduction the evaluation of an application
can be stated as follows
E



ve
E

E

 eE

v
That is if E

reduces to e in zero or more reduction steps the application
E

E

reduces to the expression e with E

substituted for all free occurrences
of v
Of course a actual implementation need not necessarily perform the substi
tution literally Generally speaking implementations fall into two categories

the ones that perform substitution literally

the ones where a substitution is represented by a closure being a represen
tation of eE

v

     E
n
v
n

However as we shall see the distinction between the two can become rather
muddy and in fact one can be transformed into the other
c
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This is perhaps not the place for reviewing every abstract machines ever
proposed but let me mention a few examples pertinent to the rest of the
presentation
Landins SECD machine 	 is an example of an environment based ma
chine Originally designed for strict evaluation 
call by value his machine
uses the closure technique to represent function values with the environment
ie the free variables of the function being represented by a namevalue as
sociation list The SECS machine can be adapted to lazy evaluation Burge
 for example describes how this can be done Cardellis Functional Ab
stract Machine  and the Categorical Abstract machine CAM  can be
considered as variations on the SECD theme
Wadsworth  describes an interpreter for the lambda calculus which per
forms normal order graph reduction In Wadsworths graph reducer when ap
plying the reduction rule 
vee

 ee

v a copy of the graph of the body
is created with pointers to e

substituted for free occurrences of v If v occurs
twice or more e

thus becomes shared When reducing a shared subgraph
all other uses of this subgraph benet from the rst reduction Wadsworth
coins the term callbyneed for the meachanism whereby an expression is re
duced at most once and only if and when it is needed He further makes the
observation that it can sometimes be harmful to the whole body e during the
reduction If for example the term 
xE

E

were a subterm of e and the
variable v does not occur free in E

or E

 then sharing is lost by copying this
redex potentially reducing the same redex many times Wadsworths graph
reducer avoids copying in such cases
The term lazy evaluation was coined by Henderson and Morris  In
their lazy evaluator which works by graph reduction the free variables are
handled by pushing down funarg objects which represent environments in the
expression to be evaluated The value of a funarg e  with  being a name
value association list 
v

 e

    
v
n
 e
n
 is the value of e with the bindings
v
i
 e
i
for the free variables of e The central evaluation rules are the following
ones
funarg v 
v

 e

    
v
n
 e
n
  e
i
 with the smallest i such that v  v
i
funarg 
E

E

   
funarg E


funarg E


funarg 

vE

E

   funarg E



vE

  
A completely dierent approach to the environment and substitution prob
lem is taken by Turner  which in eect uses substitution fairly directly
By a process called variables abstraction variables are removed entirely from
the program by translating it into an expression containing the combinators
S K I B and C from combinatory logic augmented with curried functions for
the predened operators of the language such as add sub if etc Combinator
expressions are evaluated using normal order graph reduction The overall
eect is that values of variables are pushed down incrementally and one at
a time in the expression being evaluated

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 Our starting point
Turners combinator approach was the starting point of our work on compiled
graph reduction Attractive and intellectually pleasing as the scheme may
be a straighforward implementation of it is also painfully slow perhaps two
orders of magnitude slower than strict conventional code for a function The
main reason for this is that each combinator denes rather a small interpre
tative step and combinator expressions have a tendency to become rather
cumbersome for nontrivial program
On the other hand if the programmer writes a function denition
F f g x  f x g x
it gets translated into the combinator form
F  S
ie here the combinator S is the perfect match and it would be dicult to
implement it any more eciently than in the combinator interpreter
So the thought occured to us to extend the combinator interpreter with
with other high level functions as combinator primitives Indeed standard
functions like map fold etc are ideal for building into the interpreter as rewrite
primitives doing so sometimes results in a speed increase of an order of mag
nitude But also the user dened functions could be treated in the same way
For instance a function denition f g x  g g x would imply the graph
rewrite rule



A
AU

x


A
AU
f
g




A
AU
g



A
AU
g
x
and f x  if x then x else x would imply the rewrite rule



A
AU
f
x










R



A
AU
if 


A
AU
 


lt



A
A
A
AU
neg
X
X
X
X
X
X
Xz
x







With the user dened combinators as graph rewrite rules a compiler con
structs a new specialised combinator interpreter for every user program
The actual real computation would then happen in the reduction of the
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basic small predened functions like add if etc add for instance actu
ally needs to 
recursively evaluate its both arguments to integer values be
fore it can rewrite the add application to an integer value In other words
add x y  xy actually evaluates the right hand side xy before updating
the application Similarly if rst reduces its rst argument to a boolean
value and then rewrites the if application to either the thenexpression or
the elseexpression depending on the value of the boolean
 More ecient graph reduction
The next step is to realise that reduction of all combinator expressions exhibit
this behaviour Once rewriting of a certain graph expression has started it
does not stop until a value canonical form has been reached
For instance in the second example above after an application of f has
been rewritten into the above ifexpression the next step is to rewrite the
ifexpression so the rewrite rule for if rst calls for the reduction of the
conditional expression x   to its value if true the if expression reduces
to neg x neg then computes the negation of x which is the nal value of the
entire expression graph In other words evaluation of a function application
fe

   e
n
implies the evaluation of the ee

x

   e
n
x
n
 ie the right hand
side e of f with actual argument expressions e
i
substituted for the parameters
x
i

So a compiler could emit code for the user dened combinators to do the
following

compute the value of the right hand side as directly as possible

update the root of the original function application with the value so com
puted
Compiled graph reduction along the lines above was described in the paper

 Our rst compilers
Lennart Augustsson quickly wrote in C a little compiler called fc for a small
functional language along to the lines described above  The language it
compiled was quite a simple one untyped essentially user dened combina
tors ie no pattern matching and no locally dened functions Initially there
was also no garbage in the runtime system We used fc to implement a typed
language Lazy ML or LML for short which was quite similar to ML from
LCF This new compiler lmlc compiled itself for the rst time in december
	 
 Later user dened types and pattern matching were added to the
LML languge
 Enter the Gmachine
The Gmachine was invented almost as an afterthought to provide a ma
chinery to explain more precisely how to compile lazy functional programs

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as outlined in the loose manner above The Gmachine is a stack machine
with instructions for graph construction and graph manipulation together
with more ordinary instructions for arithmetic jumps etc The Gmachine
denition consists of two parts

the compilation schemes ie rules for compiling programs into Gmachine
code and

the instruction transition rules which explain the semantics of the G
machine instructions
In the barest and most basic Gmachine function right hand sides are compiled
into repeatedly rewriting or instantiating code Thus the code for a function
denition simply builds the graph of the right hand side given a stack of
pointers into the argument graphs and reapplies EVAL to the resulting graph
Below we show a fragment of such a Gmachine compiler
F  f x

 x
n
 e   C e  nx

	  x
n
 n EVAL UPDATE RETURN n
C x   n  PUSH
n   x 
C f   n  PUSHGLOBAL f
C cons e

e

  n  C e

  n C e

  
n CONS
C e

e

  n  C e

  n C e

  
n MKAP

The compilation scheme C  gives code to construct the graph of an expression
and leaves a pointer to it on the top of the stack
However as argued in the previous sections we might as well compute the
value of the right hand side as directly we are able to Heres a fragment of
a Gmachine compiler that does that
F  f x

 x
n
 e   E e  nx

	  x
n
 n UPDATE RETURN n
E x   n  PUSH
n   x  EVAL
E add e

e

  n  E e

  n E e

  
n ADD
E cons e

e

  n  C e

  n C e

  
n CONS
otherwise
E e   n  C e   n EVAL
C x   n  PUSH
n   x 
C f   n  PUSHGLOBAL f
C cons e

e

  n  C e

  n C e

  
n CONS
C e

e

  n  C e

  n C e

  
n MKAP
The compilation scheme E  computes 
the graph of the value of an expres
sion and leaves a pointer to it on the top of the stack
The intuition behind the formulation of the Escheme is that E e   n
should have the same eect as 
but be more ecient than C e   n EVAL
ie push a pointer to the value of e onto the stack

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 Formalising the notion of avoiding graph manipula
tion
What has been done in the past is to construct by hand the improved compila
tion schemes leaving it to the compiler writer to make sure that the assertion
E e   n  C e   n EVAL is followed However it ought to be possible
to do this more mechanically And we shall do just that using foldunfold
transformations  on a functional program being a normal order interpreter
for a tiny rst order language The interpreter is shown in gure  In the G
machine EVAL reduces a graph to its value Here graphs correspond to Expr
terms without free variables The instantiation function C which corresponds
to the Cscheme in the Gmachine takes an expression and a mapping of free
variables to their ground expressions 
corresponding to the stack of argument
pointers in the Gmachine
In gure  the case for Eval of an Appl is
Eval
p

Appl f a  Eval
p

C a 
rhsof
p
f 
This motivates us to dene an evaluation function E
E
p
a e  Eval
p

C a e
We now instantiate e to the corresponding constructors of Expr and apply
foldunfold transformations First the Int case
E
p
a 
Int i  Eval
p

C a 
Int i def of E
 Eval
p

Int i unfold C
 Int i unfold Eval
The Var case is also easy
E
p
a 
Var v  Eval
p

C a 
Var v def of E
 Eval
p

av unfold C
The case for Plus is more interesting
E
p
a 
Plus e

e

  Eval
p

C a 
Plus e

e

 def of E
 Eval
p

Plus 
C a e

 
C a e

 unfold C
 Eval
p

C a e

  Eval
p

C a e

 unfold Eval
 E
p
a e

 E
p
a e

fold def E
The Appl case
E
p
a 
Appl f a

  Eval
p

C a 
Appl f a

 def of E
 Eval
p

Appl f 
map 
C a a

 unfold C
 Eval
p

C 
map 
C a a

 
rhsof
p
f  unfold Eval
 E
p

map 
C a a

 
rhsof
p
f  fold def E
Figure  summarises the new improved interpreter We see that the inter
pretation function E corresponds exactly to the compilation scheme E in the
Gmachine What has happened here is actually a case of deforrestation C
produces a term which EVAL consumes the combination E of the two never
constructs the intermediate tree

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data Expr  Int Int j Var Int j Plus Expr Expr
j Appl FunctionName  Expr 
type Program  
FunctionName	 Expr
type GroundExpr  Expr but not using Var
type Value  Expr but only using Int
P  Program  Value
P p  Eval
p

rhsof
p
main
Eval  Program  GroundExpr  Value
Eval
p

Int i  Int i
Eval
p

Plus e

e

  Eval
p
e

 Eval
p
e

Eval
p

Appl f a  Eval
p

C a 
rhsof
p
f 
C  GroundExpr   Expr  GroundExpr
C a 
Int i  Int i
C a 
Var v  av index in the list a
C a 
Plus e

e

  Plus
C a e


C a e


C a 
Appl f a

  Appl f 
map 
C a a


Auxiliary functions

Int i  
Int j   Int
ij 
rhsof
p
f  assoc f p  the right hand side for f
Fig 	 A normal order interpreter for a tiny rst order language
Eval  Program  GroundExpr  Value
Eval
p

Int i  Int i
Eval
p

Plus e

e

  Eval
p
e

 Eval
p
e

Eval
p

Appl f a  E
p
a 
rhsof
p
f 
E  Program  GroundExpr   Expr  Value
E
p
a 
Int i  Int i
E
p
a 
Var v  Eval
p

av
E
p
a 
Plus e

e

  E
p
a e

 E
p
a e

E
p
a 
Appl f a

  E
p

map 
C a a

 
rhsof
p
f 
Fig 
 The improved normal order interpreter for the tiny language Data and type
declarations P C and auxiliary functions are the same as in gure 	
 Dealing with sharing and state
So far we have not dealt with the graph manipulation and sharing that goes
on in a real graph reducer In a graph reduction version of the the interpreter
in gure  the C function would allocate the nodes of the constructed tree on
a heap To model this still as a function program a state monad  is useful

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We have done this in  Foldunfold transformation in this setting is fully
possible but much more tedious Deforrestation in this case corresponds to
undoing allocations on the heap but they dont vanish automatically using
the usual foldunfold machinery we also have to rely on some extra laws in
the state monad of which the most important one is the garbage store law 
store v pm


m 
p not free in m garbage store law
We refrain from showing any of that tedium here it is spelled out in painstak
ing detail in 
 Exploratory Transformation of a calculus interpreter
In the Beginning of Time direct implementation of the lambda calculus was
abandoned as seemingly unviable for ecient implementation of functional
languages Instead attention was turned to combinator based techniques
which seemed more amenable to ecient implementations
Armedwith the insight that the orderofmagnitudeimproving compilation
schemes is just an instance of foldunfold transformation 
and rather simple
ones at that and encouraged by the victories of the previous sections we
are now bold enough to return to the motherofalllanguages the lambda
calculus Might we discover something new by attempting the same kind of
transformations on a calculus interpreter Let us experiment
Figure  shows a simple substitution based interpreter for the calculus
We assume that outer reduction is performed ie Eval is only applied to
a term without free variables 
not inside a  thus the Eval
Var v case is
missing Thus expressions substituted have no free variables thus name
capture cannot occur thus alpha conversion is not necessary This simplies
the interpreter tremendously We also ignore sharing issues the interpreter is
a callbyname one doing term rewriting
data Expr  Int Int j Var Var j Lambda Var Expr
j Ap Expr Expr j Plus Expr Expr
Eval 
Int i  Int i
Eval 
Lambda v e  Lambda v e
Eval 
Ap e

e

  case Eval e

of Lambda x

e

 Eval 
C x

e

e


Eval 
Plus e

e

  Eval e

 Eval e

C v e 
Int i  Int i
C v e 
Var x   if v  x then e else Var x
C v e 
Lambda x

e

  if v  x

then Lambda x

e

else Lambda x


C v e e


C v e 
Ap e

e

  Ap 
C v e e

 
C v e e


C v e 
Plus e

e

  Plus 
C v e e

 
C v e e


Fig  A simple substitution based lambda calculus interpreter

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 Improving it
In the case of evaluation of an application the function expression e

is evalu
ated to a Lambda expression the value of the application is Eval 
C x

e

e


Just as in the previous section we get a composition of Eval and C It seems
therefore natural to try to do the same kind of transformation by dening
E v e e

 Eval
C v e e


Let us derive E the various cases of e

 First the Int case which is easy
E v e 
Int i  Int i
The Var case
E v e 
Var x   Eval
C v e 
Var x  def of E
 Eval
if v  x then e else Var x  unfold C
 if v  x then Eval e else Eval
Var x  if law
 if v  x then Eval e else error simplify
The Lambda case
E v e 
Lambda x

e

  Eval 
C v e 
Lambda x

e


 Eval 
if v  x then Lambda x

e

else Lambda x


C v e e


 if v  x then Eval
Lambda x

e


else Eval
Lambda x


C v e e


 if v  x then Lambda x

e

else Lambda x


C v e e


E v e 
Ap e

e

  Eval 
C v e 
Ap e

e


 Eval 
Ap 
C v e e

 
C v e e


 case Eval 
C v e e

 of
Lambda x

e

 Eval 
C x


C v e e

 e


 case E v e e

of Lambda x

e

 E x


C v e e

 e

E v e 
Plus e

e

  Eval 
C v e 
Plus e

e


 Eval 
Plus 
C v e e

 
C v e e


 Eval 
C v e e

  Eval 
C v e e


 E v e e

 E v e e

To summarise
Eval 
Ap e

e

  case Eval e

of Lambda x

e

 E x

e

e


the other cases of Eval as before
E v e 
Int i  Int i
E v e 
Var x   if v  x then Eval e else error
E v e 
Lambda x

e

  if v  x then Lambda x

e

else Lambda x


C v e e


E v e 
Ap e

e

  case E v e e

of
Lambda x

e

 E x


C v e e

 e

E v e 
Plus e

e

  E v e e

 E v e e

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How much has this bought us here In the previous section we saw that we
only ever applied E to the right hand sides of functions so E corresponded to
ecient normal code which accessed all variables in the environment a
Here the situation is less certain since it is in the nature of the lambda
calculus to deal with only one variable at a time In the improved lambda
calculus interpreter derived above we only ever apply E to a body of a lambda
abstraction Here we see that we only ever do E to a body of a lambda
expression We have not done away with the repeated subsitution from the
initial interpreter in gure  Let us therefore investigate what happens with
the evaluation of a double application Ap 
Apf e

 e


Eval
Ap 
Ap f e

 e

  case Eval 
Ap f e

 of Lambda x

e

 E x

e

e

 case 
case Eval f of Lambda x

e

 
E x

e

e


of Lambda x

e

 
E x

e

e


 case Eval f of
Lambda x

e

 case E x

e

e

of
Lambda x

e

 E x

e

e

In words we rst evaluate the function part f to obtain a lambda expression
Lambda x

e

 then substituteandevaluate e

to get another lambda expression
Lambda x

e

 then substituteandevaluate e

 If f originally was xye then
in eect we have traversed e twice

 Introducing delayed subsitutions a false start
One possible way out of this undesirable state of aairs is to introduce delayed
substitutions We add a constructor to the term of expressions
Expr   j S Var Expr Expr
with the intention that a term S v e e

is semantically equal to C v e e

 We
add a case for Eval
Eval 
S v e e

  Eval 
C v e e


So obviously
Eval 
S v e e

  E v e e


In the improved interpreter replace C by S
E v e 
Lambda x

e

  if v  x then Lambda x

e

else Lambda x


S v e e


E v e 
Ap e

e

  case E v e e

of Lambda x

e

 E x


S v e e

 e

We must add a case E v e 
S v

e

e

 so we could take that to be
E v e 
S v

e

e

  E v e 
C v

e

e


actually doing the subsitution But we want to avoid explicit substitutions
Thus introduce another function E

 dened as
E

v e v

e

e

 E v e 
C v

e

e


and improve it in the same manner as we derived E The crucial cases are
the Lambda and Ap ones

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E

v e v

e


Lambda x e

 
 E v e 
C v

e


Lambda x e


 E v e 
if v

 x then Lambda x e
 
else Lambda x 
C v

e

e


 if v

 x then Lambda x 
C v e e

 else Lambda x 
C v e 
C v

e

e


 if v

 x then Lambda x 
S v e e

 else Lambda x 
S v e 
S v

e

e


E

v e v

e


Ap e

e

 
 E v e 
C v

e


Ap e

e


 E v e 
Ap 
C v

e

e

 
Ap 
C v

e

e


 case E v e 
C v

e

e

 of Lambda x

e

 E x


S v e 
C v

e

e

 e

 case E v e 
S v

e

e

 of Lambda x

e

 E x


S v e 
S v

e

e

 e

 case E

v e v

e

e

of Lambda x

e

 E x


S v e 
S v

e

e

 e

Perhaps not surprisingly substitutions pile up

 More general delayed substitutions
As we saw in the previous subsection more general substitutions are called
for because of the piling up of subsitutions We shall therefore use a more
general S
Expr   j S 
Var	Expr Expr
that is S takes an environment a list of variableexpression pairs
Eval 
S 
v	e

		
v
n
	e
n
 e  Eval 
Cs 
v

	e

		
v
n
	e
n
 e
where
Cs 
v

	e

		
v

	e

 e  

C v

e

   C vn en e 
Cs can also be written as
Cs  e  e
Cs 

x	er e

 C x e 
Cs r e

 
Note though that all the expressions in the environment are closed so the
composition 
C v

e

   C v
n
e
n
 in eect works as a variable lookup
Proposition
Cs r 
Int i  Int i
Cs   
Var x   Var x
Cs 

v	er 
Var x   if v  x then e else Cs r 
Var x 
Cs r 
Plus e

e

  Plus 
Cs r e

 
Cs r e


Cs r 
Ap e

e

  Ap 
Cs r e

 
Cs r e


Cs r 
Lambda x e

  Lambda x 
Cs 
r n x  e


where r n x removes the variable x from the environment r
  n x   


v	er n x  if v  x then r n x else 
v	e
r n x 
Proof is by induction over the structure of the environment r We show the
Lambda case

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Cs  
Lambda x e

  Lambda x e

Cs 

v	er 
Lambda x e

 
 C v e 
Cs r 
Lambda x e


 C v e 
Lambda x 
Cs 
r n x  e

 by indhyp
 if v  x

then Lambda x 
Cs 
r n x  e


else Lambda x 
C v e 
Cs 
r n x  e


 Lambda x 
if v  x then Cs 
r n x  e

else 
C v e 
Cs 
r n x  e


 Lambda x 
if v  x then Cs 
r n x  e

else 
Cs 

v	e
r n x  e


 Lambda x 
Cs 
if v  x then 
r n x  else 

v	e
r n x  e
 Lambda x 
Cs 


v	er n x  e



 Deriving a new more general E
We also want to dene an E which is more general the previous one with
E r e  Eval 
Cs r e
So we shall start anew and redo the improvement exercise now in this more
general setting Recall the original case for Eval of Ap 
Eval 
Ap e

e

  case Eval e

of Lambda x

e

 Eval 
C x

e

e


We change this to
Eval 
Ap e

e

  case Eval e

of Lambda x

e

 Eval 
Cs 
x

	e

 e


so by the above denition of E we get
Eval 
Ap e

e

  case Eval e

of Lambda x

e

 E 
x

	e

 e

The other cases are as follows
E r 
Int i  Int i
E r 
Var v  Eval 
Cs r 
Var v
 Eval 
rv ie variable lookup
E r 
Plus e

e

  E r e

 E r e

E r 
Lambda v e  Eval 
Cs r 
Lambda v e
 Eval 
Lambda v 
Cs 
r n x  e
 Lambda v 
S 
r n x  e 
E r 
Ap e

e

 
 Eval 
Cs r 
Ap e

e


 Eval 
Ap 
Cs r e

 
Cs r e


 case Eval 
Cs r e

 of Lambda x

e

 E 
x

	
Cs r e

 e

 case E r e

of Lambda x

e

 E 
x

	
S r e

 e

E r 
S r

e

  Eval 
Cs r 
Cs r

e
 Eval 
Cs 
r  r

 e


 E 
r  r

 e


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From the denition E r e  Eval 
Cs r e it also follows that Eval is a special
case of E with
Eval e  E  e
To summarise the new improved interpreter is as follows
Expr  Int Int j Var Var j Ap Expr Expr j Lambda Var Expr
j Plus Expr Expr j S 
Var	 Expr Expr
Eval e  E  e
E r 
Int i  Int i
E r 
Var v  Eval 
rv variable lookup
E r 
Lambda v e  Lambda v 
S 
r n v e
E r 
Plus e

e

  E r e

 E r e

E r 
Ap e

e

  case E r e

of Lambda x

e

 E 
x

	 
S r e

 e

E r 
S r

e

  E 
r  r

 e

Note that we are not doing any explicit substitutions any more C or Cs is no
longer a part of the interpreter Not only is the above interpreter more ecient
than the original one 
presumably but also shorter and more elegant
 Concluding remarks
What have we achieved here We have gone from a substitution based inter
preter to an environment based one via fairly simple foldunfold transforma
tions
This is very much work in progress this is as far as I got before having
to send o this paper Te dissatisfaction expressed at the end of section 
remains we still have to deal with the repeated one  at a time mode of
evaluation still present in the improved interpreter above I believe this can
be dealt with using more general Lambda and Ap constructors which take
lists of variables and lists of argument expressions respectively
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